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Abstract 
We present an approach to automatic target code generation from algebraic specifica
tions of abstract data types in SDL-92. The paper demonstrates that algebraic specifi
cations semantically restricted to term-rewriting systems can be efficiently supported by 
tools. Our translator generates target language code from signatures and axiomatic defin
tions of operators. The generated code has quite remarkable performance: it compares 
favourably with existing implementations of term-rewriting systems and even outper
forms gee translator on some benchmarks. Support of algebraic specifications in SDL-
92 translator allows more systematic treatment of data in specifications of telecommuni
cation applications. Algebraic specifications provide a more rigorous formal framework 
for description of data and operations than ASN .I or any ad hoc treatment. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

SDL Research Group at the Institute for System Programming, Russian Academy of Sci
ences, became attracted to SDL-92 [ZlOO] as a general-purpose specification language 
which can be used at many phases of project development including capturing specifica
tions, architecture design and architecture recovery, detailed design and design recovery. 
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As the result of our studies we have developed RASTA (Russian Academy of Sciences 
Translator) [Mansurov, 1995]- standard-conforming compiler for SDL-92 which also 
includes back-end tools to generate executable target code in C++ and several other target 
languages. RASTA toolset uses original run-time support system and provides complete 
support for execution and tracing of SDL specifications. Note that since our group has 
aimed at providing complete support for SDL-92 as defined in the standard [ZlOO] one 
of our major concerns was to support axiomatic definitions of data. 

SDL-92 supports algebraic specifications of abstract data types (ADTs). ADTs can be 
also inherited and parametrized. Algebraic definitions of several basic data types such as 
booleans, integers, characters, character strings, reals, as well as arbitrary arrays, strings 
and powersets are provided as part of the language standard as so-called Package Pre
defined. 

Algebraic specifications provide a very general and powerful mechanism of data ab
straction. Yet, this domain seems to be for some reasons neglected by the tool vendors. 
A negative attitude towards algebraic specifications is quite common in the SOL-world 
[Olsen, 1991]. Language extensions, such as ASN.l and external operators are being 
considered (and adopted by ITU) to substitute (or augment) algebraic specifications for 
procedural-style specifications which are more familiar to designers. However, there are 
quite a few industrial usage reports on SDL design methodology where algebraic ADT's 
are considered useful and their support by SDL tools desirable. Outside the world of 
telecommunication applications algebraic specifications are used for description, rapid 
prototyping and even semi-automated testing of systems as a method "of its own right" 
[Hammel, 1992, Kamperman, 1993, Eker, 1992]. 

For a general-purpose specification environment it is essential that complete SDL-
92 is supported in a "self-contained" way. This means that development and subsequent 
simulation of SDL systems should be done without any additional code in target program
ming language. We believe that "seamless" support of abstract data types (without the 
premature escape into the target language common in existing implementations of SDL) 
is quite important. 

Semantics of an algebraic specification in SDL is described by the so-called Initial 
Algebra model [ZlOO], but this approach cannot be supported efficiently. The common 
approach to efficient support of algebraic specifications is to restrict initial algebra to a 
less powerful term-rewriting system (TRS) model. In this approach equations are used as 
directional rules for rewriting of terms. The left-hand-side term ofthe equation is treated 
as a pattern for the arguments of the application and the right-hand-side term - as the 
result of the application (using the values of the local variables, bound during pattern 
matching). SDL Methodology Guidelines ([Z 1 00] Annex I) mentions basic Constructor
Function Method (CFM) which is in fact based on this restricted interpretation of alge
braic specifications. 

In the recent years much interest has been shown in a class of algebraic specifica
tion languages based on term-rewriting. It has been shown that their expressive power is 
great, specifications are compact, and program manipulation and transformation is much 
easier than with traditional imperative languages or more conventional applicative ones. 
Important properties of algebraic specifications based on term rewriting include: purely 
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applicative nature, abstract data types, pattern matching both for control flow and for de
composition of data structures. 

Several implementations of restricted algebraic specifications exist. One implemen
tation of SDL provides restricted support of arbitrary ADTs [Binding, 1992] based on re
stricted TRS approach (no pattern matching on the left-hand side is provided). Outside 
SDL-community there are several systems providing executable algebraic specifications 
based on TRS [Garavel, 1990, Kamperman, 1993, Eker, 1992, Hammel, 1992]. 

This paper reports how axiomatic definitions of data can be "seamlessly" supported 
by SDL translator, run-time system and simulator. The paper has the following structure. 
Section 2 contains a brief introduction into algebraic specifications. We emphasise re
stricted algebraic specifications with term-rewrite (TRS) semantics. Section 3 provides 
an example of a TRS-style algebraic specification which is used throughout the paper. 
Section 4 contains an introduction into the RASTA toolset. Section 5 describes our code 
generation model for algebraic specifications and highlights one of the back-end tools of 
the RASTA toolset, namely ADT-gen which is responsible for generating target language 
code for user-defined ADTs. Section 6 describes run-time support needed for execution 
and simulation of algebraic specifications. Section 7 gives some ideas about the perfor
mance of the generated code. In section 8 we make some conclusions and outline the 
future plans of our group. 

2 RESTRICTED ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATIONS 

In the current section we consider certain formal aspects of algebraic specifications and 
provide the guidelines for restricting semantics of axioms to allow efficient automatic 
code generation. We produce a formal definition of restricted algebraic specifications to 
which we will later refer as TRS-style specifications. 

Let S be a set of sort names. A signature I: is a collection of operator signatures. 
Each operator signature has the form: (op : s1 , s2, ... , Sn -+ s) where (n 2': 0). Here 
op E I: is the name of the operator, s; E S are sort names. Sort s E S is called resulting 
sort of the operator op and operator op may be mentioned as operator of sorts. n is arity 
of the operator (we define n = arity(op)). Tuple (S, I:) is called the typed signature of 
the specification. 

Let V be (at most) countably infinite set of variable symbols. Unique sorts E Sis 
put into correspondence to each variable symbol v E V (we write v5 if the sort of v is 
not obvious from the text). Ti5(V) is the set of terms of sorts over operators in I: with 
variables from V. Ti5 (V) is the smallest set satisfying the following conditions: 

I vs E Ti5(V). 

2 If op (op :-+ s) E I: (null-arity operator) then opE TE(V). 

3 If op (op : SJ, s2 ... Sn -+ s) E I: and tf' E Tf'(V) ... t~n E Tfn(V) then 
op(t1 ... tn) E Ti5(V). Here n > 0. 
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4 If t E T~ (Vi) and Vi ~ V then t E T~ (V). This property is obvious from 1, but 
should be explicitly mentioned with respect to condition 3. 

5 For any other term t, t ¢ T~ (V). 

The set of terms TE (V) over operators in E with variables from V is defined as 

TE(V) = U T~(V). 
sES 

We call Vars(t) the smallest set of variables in term t such as t E TE(Vars(t)). Terms 
in TE(0) (without variables) are called ground terms. 

We will consider axioms over E in the form: l; = r;, i E I, where I is an index set 
(usualy finite), l;, r; E TE(V) and are called left-hand side term and right-hand side term 
respectively. 

An algebraic specification SPEC is a triple (S, E, A), where Sis a finite set of sort 
names, E is a signature and A is a set of axioms over E. 

There are three major approaches to interpretation of semantics of an algebraic spec
ification. According to the model approach the semantics of an algebraic specification is 
the class of all many-sorted algebras which have compatible signatures and satisfy all 
axioms of the specification. The later implies that all axioms will tum into tautologies 
when variables of V are substituted for arbitrary objects of the corresponding sort of the 
model algebra. 

In initial algebra approach the model algebra is built "syntactically", i.e. the objects 
of the model algebra are the equivalence classes of ground terms [ZlOO]. Process of 
building the initial algebra from an algebraic specification (as described in [ZlOO]) as
sumes transformation of axioms into inference rules "reducing" an algebraic specifica
tion to the scope of formal mathematical logic. Although this is very powerful approach 
it is practically unacceptable since the logic of predicates is known to be effectively un
decideable (i. e. effective algorithm to prove formula in the logic of predicates does not 
exist). 

Another approach is to interpret axioms as term rewrite rules [Knuth]. In this case an 
algebraic specification is often called term rewriting system (TRS). 

In a TRS interpretation algebraic axioms define a directed reduction rule. Informally 
a term rewrite system defines a relation => over its set of ground terms, and computa
tion may be thought of as transitive closure of=>. Important constraint imposed by TRS 
interpretation on axioms is Vars(r;) ~ Vars(l;} for all i E I which guarantees that no 
unbound variables can appear in a term being reduced. 

Let's define a context as a term from TE(V U D) containing a single occurence of D, 

denoting an empty place. An occurence of term t' in context tO is a pair (tO, t'). Notation 
t[t'] is used to denote the term obtained by replacing D in tO by t'. 

A substitution is a function u: V -t TE(V). 
More formally, the reduction relation=>~ TE x TE is defined by: t[up;] => t[ut;] for 

any ground context tO, axiom p; == t; and ground substitution u. The relation~ is the 
reflexive transitive closure of=>. 
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Note, that TRS semantics introduces notion of computation when initial algebra se
mantics uses deduction. The computation reduces an initial term to its normal form. The 
computation process consists of several steps. On each step an axiom such as there exists 
a substitution making left-hand side of the axiom equivalent to a subterm in the current 
computed term is looked for. Then right -hand side (of the axiom after the substitution) is 
written instead of the subterm. Generally, there may be more than one suitable axiom or 
more than one substitution. The result of computation is the term in normal form. When 
a term t is in normal form there is no term t' such that t => t'. It is desirable that the 
normal form derived from an initial term is unique when it exists. 

If for each term a TRS will terminate and give the same result for any order of rewrit
ings such TRS is called canonical TRS. If axioms of the algebraic specification are canon
ical, interpretation of the algebraic specification as TRS is in some sence equivalent to its 
initial algebra interpretation. Further we will consider canonical TRS only. 

Two terms are called equivalent if they have the same normal form. Equivalence of 
two terms is meta-operation, it cannot be defined in scope of the algebraic specification 
itself. There is also equality of two terms which is defined in scope of the algebraic spec
ification. It takes two arguments of the same sort, returns value of boolean sort and can 
be defined in arbitrary way. 

It's convenient to introduce classification of operators. Operators with arity 0 are usu
ally called literals. Literals can be syntactically distinguished from other operators, as in 
SDL. However, the newest SDL standard inroduces null-arity operators as well as liter
als. The reason under it is that LITERAL notion introduces many shorthands as ordering, 
nameclasses which might obscure original semantics. Another reason is that operators 
and literals use different rules of inheritance. 

An operator symbol f is called a defined operator symbol if in an algebraic specifi
cation there exists an axiom f(t1 , ... tn) = r, where t1 ... tn and rare arbitrary terms. 
An operator c is called a constructor if there exists a normal form in which it occurs and 
a free constructor if it is not a defined symbol. A defined operator, but not a constructor 
is called function. 

We also need a mean to reflect property that operator is defined not for all terms (for 
example, division operator for divider 0). It is possible not to define operator for this term 
at all, thus making it a constructor, so division operator for 2 and 0 yields term/(2,0) as a 
result, but this behavour hardly can satisfy a user. Another approach is to introduce spe
cial error term, which can be used in right-hand side of an axiom to denote that operator 
application corresponding to the left-hand side of an axiom is invalid. When such axiom 
is matched, further behavour of TRS is undefined. From another side, we can treat error 
as a special value of each sort, and error term can be considered as normal form for all 
terms in the left-hand size of axioms with error terms in the right-hand size. In SOL this 
term is written as ERROR! . 

SOL introduces many shorthands to terse syntax of pure algebraic specifications. One 
shorthand is so-called conditional term 

<conditional term>::~ IF <if-term> THEN <then-term> ELSE <else-term> FI 

where if-term is a boolean term. Another shorthand is a possibility to use prefix and 
infix notation. So, term X + Y is a shorthand for "+ " (X, Y) . 
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NEWTYPE bag 
LITERALS empty; 
OPERATORS 

put 
count 
take 

AXIOMS 

Integer, bag -> bag; 
Integer, bag -> Integer; 
Integer, bag -> bag; 

/•1•/ count(i, empty) == 0; 
/•2•/ count(i, put(j,b))== 
count(i,b) + IF i=j THEN 1 ELSE 0 FI; 

/•3•/ take(i, empty) ==ERROR!; 
/•4•/ put(i, put(j,b)) 
put(j, put(i,b)); 

/•5•/ take(i, put(i,b)) == b; 
ENDNEWTYPE bag; 

Figure 1 Non-TRS vs. TRS specification. 

NEWTYPE bag 
LITERALS empty; 
OPERATORS 

put Integer, bag -> bag; 
count Integer, bag -> Integer; 
take Integer, bag-> bag; 

AXIOMS 
/•1•/ count(i,empty) == 0; 
/•2•/ count(i, put(j,b)) 
count(i,b) + IF i=j THEN 1 ELSE 0 FI; 

/•3•/ take(i, empty) ==ERROR!; 
/•4•/ take(i, put(j,b)) == 

IF i=j THEN b ELSE put(j, take(i,b)); 
ENDNEWTYPE bag; 

Throughout the paper SDL-92 syntax will be used to represent algebraic specifica
tions [Z100]. TRS interpretation is assumed if not explicitly mentioned otherwise. 

3 EXAMPLE OF TRS-STYLE SPECIFICATION 

In the previous section we have presented the guidelines along which the formal seman
tics of algebraic specifications is restricted. Note, that this restriction affects only the in
terpretation of axioms, but not the syntax. Restricted TRS-style equations are powerful 
enough for any practical purposes since they correspond to a first-order functional lan
guage based on pattern-matching. 

To highlight distinctions between TRS-style axioms and the original initial algebra 
approach of ACT-ONE we will consider a simple example (an instance of bag generator 
for Integer items, from [Z 1 00], page 140). On the left side there is specification "as is", on 
the right side there is its TRS variant. Note, that axiom indices are written as comments. 

Bag is a model of so-called multi-set. In one bag there may be several instances of 
one object (in this example- integer numbers) when in a set there may be at most one 
instance of an object. Axioms 1, 2 are the same for both versions and define operator 
count that counts number of instances of the given object in a bag. Axiom 3 defines that 
attempt to take an element from an empty bag leads to error. Axiom 4 of a non-TRS ver
sion defines a fundamental property of bag: unimportance of the order of objects in bag, 
i. e. bags that differ only in the order of elements are considered equivalent. This allows 
write axiom 5 in a very simple manner: in order to take an element we should just take 
it from that bag where this element is the first. In a TRS version we have to provide an 
explicit algorithm of recursive descent through items of bag. We cannot easily write TRS 
style axioms, which describe the same property as described in axiom 4 of non-TRS ver
sion. Nevertheless, TRS style definition remains valid initial algebra specification. Note, 
however, that semantics of these versions slightly differ: compare, what will happen for 
take ( 3, put ( 1, put ( 2, empty))) in both versions. 
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Figure 2 Overview of RASTA Toolset. 

For TRS version, operator put is a constructor of the bag sort; operators count 
and take are functions. 

4 RASTA TOOLSET 

RASTA is a complete standard-conforming translator from SDL-92 to several target lan
guages developed by Moscow SDL Research Group. RASTA set of tools is based on an 
intermediate representation for SDL-92 (as a common layer for various front-end and 
back-end tools). In section 4, 5 and 6 we show how support for axiomatic definitions of 
data can be integrated into SDL translator, run-time system and simulator. Section 5 pro
vides the guidelines for automatic code generation from TRS-style axioms introduced in 
the previous sections. The overview of the RASTA system is given in figure 2. 

4.1 Front-end tools 

The front-end tools of RASTA produce the intermediate representation (IF). The Parser 
tool performs context-free syntax analysis of SDL-92 specifications; the Assembler tool 
performs complete semantic analysis and transformations of specifications to basic SDL 
[ZlOO]. 

The preprocessor performs lexical analysis, collects macro definitions into a com
mon macro library and performs macro expansion. The nature of macro definitions in 
SDL may require several passes by the preprocessor to completely expand one SDL mod
ule. The output of the preprocessor is a tokenized representation of the source file. The 
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parser tool is capable of switching its input to either "normal" SDL PR or to the special 
tokenized representation. 

The parser performs syntax analysis of SDUPR representation of an SDL compila
tion unit and generates a Partial Abstract Tree (PAT) for this unit. PAT is mainly refined 
parse tree (AO abstract form [ZlOO]), but parser performs all local transformations that 
do not require global information about the whole SDL system. 

The assembler tool combines several PATs into a complete Abstract Tree. Assem
bler tool checks static semantic properties of the PAT and performs further transforma
tions into basic SDL (AI abstract form). Assembler tool shares the PAT format and the 
corresponding interface with the parser tool (gradually reducing the number of constructs 
used). The output of the assembler tool is the system instance in intermediate form. The 
intermediate form resembles the AI abstract form of the SDL standard. 

All RASTA front-end tools support algebraic specifications. Note that the syntax and 
semantic analyzers do not impose any restrictions on the form or semantics of algebraic 
specifications. Assembler tool implements all SDL-92 extensions of the data model in
cluding generators, inheritance of abstract data types with and without context parame
ters, etc. 

4.2 Back-end Tools 

The back-end tools include code-generators for several target programming languages. 
Figures 3, 4 show the code-generation, linking and execution processes for C++ as the 
target language. The generated code is linked with RASTA Run-Time Support Classes 
(RTS) to produce an executable specification. The generated code can also be linked with 
RASTA Simulator, providing user interface with the executable specifications. 

Note that code generation for abstract data types is implemented as a separate tool 
(named ADT-gen, see Figure 3). The reasons for such separation are mainly of "histori
cal" nature: the implementation of algebraic specifications was carried out as a separate 
research project based on some earlier experience of the authors. Later this tool was in
tegrated into the RASTA toolset. 

4.3 Run-time support system 

In this section we provide a very brief description of the structure of the run-time support 
system of RASTA. The main design principle of our RTS is complete separation of the 
semantics of the SDL-machine from that of the source SDL specification. RASTA RTS 
is organized as an object-oriented framework. The main components of SDL are repre
sented as RTS classes. The code generator tools provide concrete application-specific 
derived classes. 

Executable code generated by RASTA from an SDL system is organized into three 
layers. The first layer is provided by the back-end tools for each generated SDL system. 
This layer encapsulates all source-specific code. The second layer is the implementa
tion of SDL machine. This layer does not depend on source SDL system as well as on 
OS features. This layer provides all functionality which is necessary for SDL machine, 
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Figure 3 RASTA back-end Tools. 

such as FSM support, process task scheduling, input port management, etc. Methods of 
this layer use various tables (such as routing table, transition table ofFSM) and may call 
certain functions of the first layer. The third layer isolates the first two ones from the con
crete OS. All requests to an operating system from the first layers go through the OS layer, 
which performs necessary system library calls. Such structurization allows easy porting 
of RTS to a new architecture or operating system. 

RASTA Simulator uses a specialized version ofRTS extended with a number of hooks 
and special access methods. RASTA Simulator monitors the run-time behaviour of SDL 
system in terms of the source specification. Traditional debugging facilities such as trac
ing, single stepping, breakpoints, inspection of system state are available. RASTA Sim
ulator tool is capable of generating the execution trace, MSC (Message Sequence Charts) 
representation of the execution trace at selectable levels of verbosity, as well as for a se
lectable subset of observable objects. 

RASTA Simulator provides means to actively control the execution, e.g. signals can 
be sent to a running SDL system, processes can be created and stopped, timers can be set 
and reset, etc. Values of variables (belonging to abstract data types) can be inspected and 
modified. Simulation of algebraically defined abstract data types is considered in more 
detail in section 6. 
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Figure 4 Simulation of SDL-92 in RASTA. 

5 GENERATING EXECUTABLE CODE FOR ADTS 

5.1 Architecture of ADT-gen tool 

Let's examine the composition of the code generation tool for algebraic specifications in 
more details. 

From SDL abstract data type definitions with TRS-style equations RASTA automat
ically generates both concrete data type definitions and operator bodies in C. 

The code-generation is performed in two steps: first, the high-level intermediate rep
resentation for concrete data types and operators is generated; then this high-level rep
resentation is translated into C. 

The high-level representation is in fact the input language for two compiler genera
tor tools of the Karlsruhe Compiler Toolkit [Grosch, 1990]: AST- for data definitions; 
PUMA - for operator bodies. Currently these tools are used to produce the actual target 
C--code. 

The use of "off-the-shelf" code generators has dramatically decreased the effort for 
the implementation of the algebraic specifications. Complete implementation effort for 
the whole algebraic specifications project was 1.5 man/months by one of the authors of 
the paper. 

ADT-gen tool performs many additional semantic checks which ensure conformance 
of SDL specifications to the restricted TRS semantics as presented in section 2. 

5.2 Mapping ADTs onto target code 

In this section we describe the code generation model used in ADT-gen. 
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The main principles of our code generation model for TRS-style ADTs are quite sim
ple and can be summarized as follows: 

• support of certain predefined types is built-in to ADT code generator and run-time 
system. These types include: integer and natural, real, boolean, character and char
string (for character string). Corresponding standard C types are used in the gen
erated code (except of charstring, for which C++ class is used to provide correct 
memory management). Values of these types are passed to functions by value rather 
than by reference to structure built in heap memory (so-called unboxed model). 

• n-ary trees are used as uniform concrete type for any abstract data types except pre
defined. Literals and constructors with arguments of predefined sorts are mapped 
to leaf node types while other constructors are mapped to non-leaf node types. 

• each user--defined function is mapped onto one separate target language function 
whereas every equation describing the operator constitutes a branch of a multi
branch conditional operator inside the function body. A separate function is gen
erated for each constructor and literal which allocates necessary amount of heap 
memory and initializes it with the passed values. 

• any left-hand side term of an equation maps into a sequence of checks assertaining 
that the actual parameter of the function is of a given node type (plus assignments to 
local variables). Any right-hand side term of an equation is mapped onto a function 
call which constructs a node of the given type. 

Figure 5 shows C code which is generated for bag specification described above. 
Field Kind is a type tag, field Refs contains number of references to the node. The 
field is used for garbage collecting (implemented using reference couting scheme). For 
all sorts in the algebraic specification a single union is generated where field Kind is used 
for distinguishing structure type of a node. Function m_pu t is so-called m-constructor 
which constructs the node of the corresponding node type. 

In the current version of ADT-gen memory management (garbage collecting) is im
plemented using C++ classes. Special interface class for tree union is implemented that 
performs reference counting in constructors/destructors and frees heap memory when it 
becomes unused. This allows ADT-gen to generate code which directly does not support 
garbage collection. "Smart" memory management classes are provided by the run-time 
library on top of the generated code. Unfortunately, use of C++ classes significantly de
creases performance of the generated code. Currently we work on direct support of mem
ory management in the generated code. 

6 SIMULATING ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATIONS 

In this section we describe facilities for debugging algebraic specifications of ADTs. Cur
rently RASTA simulator provides limited functionality for debugging of algebraic spec
ifications. It allows printing of trace, generated by ADT operators and printing and set
ting values of variables of ADT sorts. Certain features like breakpoints inside of ADT 
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typedef enum bag_ Tag { 
k_empty = 1, k_put } bag_Tag; 

union bag_Node; 
typedef union bag_Node •tbag; 

typedef struct yHead 
{ bag_Tag Kind; int Refs; } yHead; 

typedef struct y_empty 
{ yHead yyHead; } y_empty; 

typedef struct y_put 
{ yHead yyHead; int fl; 

tbag f2; } y_put; 
typedef union bag_Node { 

bag_Tag Kind; 
yHead yyHead; . 
y_empty _empty; 
y_put _put; } bag_Node; 

Figure 5 C coge for bag specification. 

tbag m_put(int al, tbag a2) { 

} 

tbag r=(tbag)malloc(sizeof(y_put)); 
r->Kind = k_put; r->Refs = 1; 
r->fl = al; r->f2 = a2; 
return r; 

tbag _take(int al, tbag a2) { 
if (a2->Kind == k_empty) { 

error(); 
} 

if (a2->Kind == k_put) { 
return al == a2->_put.fl ? 
a2->_put.f2 : 
m_put(a2->_put.fl, 

} 
} 

_take(al, a2->_put.f2)); 

operator bodies are not implemented. Modification of variables is currently restricted to 
literals, which are unique in the whole SDL system. Means for specifying qualificators 
or arbitrary ADT terms as well as resolution by context currently are not provided. 

6.1 The format of simulator messages 

There are several messages which are printed during execution of operators of ADT sorts. 
All messages have the following format: 

<trace message>::= <trace header>: <text>. 
<trace header> ::=<simulator specific header> 

<trace point> <operator name>. 
<trace point> ::= ADT CALL 

ADT MATCH 
ADT ASSIGN 
ADT VALUE 
ADT RETURN 

The <simulator specific header> consists of the name of process and the 
name of procedure from which ADT operator was called. The <operator name> is 
a name of ADT operator which is being executed at the moment. <text> has specific 
form for each trace point. 

ADT Simulator supports the following five kinds of trace points: 

• ADT CALL. This trace message is printed when at the beginning of a reduction 
of an ADT term (before matching its axioms). A comma-separated list of actual 
parameters is printed as <text> following the <trace header>. 

• ADT MATCH. This trace message is printed when the left-hand side l; of one of 
the axioms has been successfully matched. <text> in this case is the instantiated 
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P:O ADT CALL COUNT (1 , PUT(1,PUT(2,PUT(3,PUT(1,EMPTY))))) 
P:O ADT MATCH COUNT: I , PUT(J,B) 
P:O ADT CALL COUNT (1 , PUT(2,PUT(3,PUT(1,EMPTY)))) 
P:O ADT MATCH COUNT: I , PUT(J,B) 
P:O ADT CALL COUNT (1 , PUT(3,PUT(1,EMPTY))) 
P:O ADT MATCH COUNT: I , PUT(J,B) 
p,o ADT CALL COUNT (1 , PUT(1,EMPTY)) 
P:O ADT MATCH COUNT: I , PUT(J,B) 
P:O ADT CALL COUNT (1 , EMPTY) 
P:O ADT MATCH COUNT: I , EMPTY 
P:O ADT RETURN COUNT: 0 
P:O ADT RETURN COUNT: 
P:O ADT RETURN COUNT: 1 
P:O ADT RETURN COUNT: 1 
P:O ADT RETURN COUNT: 2 
P:O TASK Y:=2 

Figure 6 An example of tracing ADT specification. 

pattern which has matched. When the <text> is a word DEFAULT this means 
that no user-defined patterns have matched and default action is being performed. 

• ADT RETURN. This trace message is printed when an ADT term has been reduced. 
The <text> following the <trace header> displays the return value of the 
term. 

Figure 6 demonstrates the sequence of trace messages produced by ADT-gen Simu
lator during the execution of the following SDL task: 

task y := count(l, put(l, put(1,put(2,put(3,put(l,empty)))))) 

(see section 3). 

6.2 Profiling algebraic specifications 

Here we consider special features of ADT-gen for profiling ADT operators. It is possible 
to collect certain statistics like execution time, number of reductions and memory con
sumption. Execution time is measured in milliseconds using the corresponding system 
call of UNIX. 

Reduction number is the total number of reductions that took place during execution. 
One reduction in our model is one user function (as it defined in section 2) call, thus the 
number of reductions is the number of user function calls. Predefined operations (like + 
for integers) and constructor calls are not counted. 

Dynamic memory usage statistics include the total amount of memory requested dur
ing execution of TRS as well as the total amount of memory requested from the operating 
system. The total amount of memory requested during execution ofTRS is a sum of sizes 
of all memory blocks requested for storing data trees and strings. For large TRSs this 
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NEWTYPE nat 
LITERALS 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9; 
OPERATORS 

nat!: nat, nat-> nat; 
nat : nat ,nat -> nat; 
11+11 : nat, nat -> nat; 

AXIOMS 
1 + 1 == 2; I• ... •I 2 + 8 ==nat( 1 , 0); I• ... •I 9 + 9 ==nat( 1, 8); 
0 + a == a; a + 0 == a; 
nat!(a,b) + c == nat(a,b+c); 
a+ nat!(b,c) == nat(b,c+a); 
nat(a,nat!(b,c)) == nat(a+b,c); 
nat(O,a) == a; 
nat(a,b) == nat!(a,b); 

ENDNEWTYPE; 

Figure 7 N ats benchmark. 

number can reach hundreds of megabytes. The total amount of memory requested from 
the operating system usually is less than the first one because of memory reuse which is 
possible due to memory deallocation strategy. 

These figures give basis to estimate quality of the generated code and compare our 
implementation with other. 

7 PERFORMANCE OF THE GENERATED CODE 

This section provides some estimates of the performance of the target code generated by 
ADT-gen tool from SDL algebraic specifications of ADTs. Table 1 compares the code 
generated by our tool to several implementations providing similar capabilities. For all 
systems performance of a single benchmark (NATS) was measured. The benchmark is 
shown on figure 7. 

Newtype Nat is a model of decimal natural numbers with operator of addition. It 
has 88 axioms, but most of them provide table of addition for decimal numbers (we omit 
them to save space). It has complex control structure, and intensively uses heap memory, 
but does not store large structures. During execution of the benchmark operator + was 
called 16384 times with arguments 66666 and 66666 as the following term: 

nat!(nat!(nat!(nat!(6,6),6),6),6) + nat!(nat!(nat!(nat!(6,6),6),6),6) 

Number 66666 was chosen to cause big number of carries. 
BIMProlog 3.1 is an implementation ofProlog. NJ SML 11111191 is an implementa

tion of Standard ML language of New Jersey. Both of them support memory manage
ment, and generate code directly to assembler language. GCC is a GNU C compiler. 
ASF2C is a code generator of the ASF+SDF system. The latter two implementations do 
not support memory management and generate code to C. 
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Table 1 Comparison of different implementations (seconds) 

BIMProlog NJSML GCC ASF2C ADT-gen ADT-gen* 

Nats 6.53 1.88 6.81 4.50 5.70 13.65 

We executed two versions of our code-generator: the first version generates code to 
C, but does not provide memory management (the result is written in column marked 
ADT-gen), and the second version generates code to C++ and provides special classes 
that perform memory management (result is written is column ADT-gen*). Such drastic 
decrease of performance is caused mainly by use of C++ classes. Nevertheless, ADT
gen shows good performance in its class of systems that generate code to C and do not 
support garbage collecting. 

8 CONCLUSIONS 

We have described our approach to automatic target code generation for algebraic 
specifications of abstract data types as described in SDL-92 standard [ZlOO]. This al
lows us to provide a complete "self-contained" translator for SDL-92 capable of exe
cuting or simulating arbitrary SDL-92 specifications "as is" (e.g. RASTA system can 
provide a detailed simulation of the well-known LIFT specification from the Methodol
ogy Guidelines annex to [ZlOO]). The aim of our paper was to demonstrate that efficient 
tool support for axiomatic definitions of data can be integrated with SDL translator, run
time system and simulator. 

Although this paper was not (explicitly) favouring axiomatic definitions of data at the 
expense of other approaches, we feel that some comments might be appropriate. Alge
braic specifications provide a more rigorous formal framework for describing data and 
operation than ASN .1 or any ad hoc solution. The main difference between axiomatic 
definitions and other approaches is that axiomatic definitions do not specify representa
tion of data, but specify the interoperability of operations on data values. 

Algebraic specifications provide a powerful and elegant mechanism of data abstrac
tion. SDL-92 thus provides a unique three-layered combination of features for specify
ing behaviour of systems: algebraic specifications for applicative behaviour; "procedu
ral" actions for non-applicative behaviour; and communicating finite-state machines for 
specification concurrent and real-time aspects of behaviour. 

We believe that axiomatic definitions of data in SDL have been so far neglected by 
SDL community partly because of the lack of the support from the tool vendors. Realistic 
performance of the code generated by ADT-gen tool provides an opportunity for using the 
combination of features in SDL-92 to its full potential. 
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